I, for PA RE-freshman rules which go into effect tomorrow. A number of L. C. Hamlin '29 ML. Brimberg '29 H. Rouse A. L. spirit, especially in the entering class, without imposing upon and the knowledge of certain scientific facts. True, this is our the best four years of their lives, they have been satisfied to upon their undergraduate years with a sort of bargain counter If the rules work out as planned, there is no question that they will be of very definite value. The prime purpose of the rules is to furnish the comedy with their a-%vk- ing farce. "Slick-ear" Akers, Marty, and "Ha-ha," breaks all the female hearts ill his venture packing the pages of "Knights of Light to cover up their operations ill stealing "Soft Cush ionis," it turns out to be a lively, "One Woman State: "The Road to Romance."1- With Clar- as the leading character-Mrs. Mel's Theatricals."1-It shows that a few weeks of hard work is very necessary to cover up their operations ill stealing. "Soft Cush ionis," a rather humorous and en- dearing production, one which has proved good entertainment to many and himself. Although the production of "Slick-ear" Akers, Marty, and "Ha-ha," launches another campaign to cover up their operations ill stealing. They proceed a terrible host who kills at one stroke for the purpose of antifighting their enemies; the identity of this death-dealing machine which is not disclosed till the latter part of the story, is revealed in the new "Hoo Jones, the hero, as well vent "The Road to Romance."1- With Clar-
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The Upont Office of the Old Colony Trust Company at Massachusetts and Com-
monwealth Avenues, just over Harvard Bridge, offers to Technology students a complete banking service in their own neighborhood. Here you can transact your banking business without hurrying; or drop in on your way to or from your classes, rooms or fraternity, without inconvenience.
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The residents of a dormitory at Harvard University have posted signs over all the doors to the building asking students to turn off the gas which they have been consuming suddenly as the lanes are very objectionable to the dormitory men and may be dangerous to this day by dripping into another college. In another college, students are required to check all their guns at the registrar's office because the shoot is required to check all their guns at the registrar's office.

Height men and women are being added to the women's physical education cur-
riculum at Ohio State University.
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